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4. Pull taut to the direct opposite 
    notch.

5. Pull the warp yarn around the 
    back notch 2 and 3 on the
    outer side of the rainbow/arch
    (as pictured in the diagram
         ). Then pull taut to the
    opposite notch.

6.  Proceed with these repetitive
     steps from 6-94.

95. Pull the warp towards the  
      hole and cut a 5”/13 cm
      tail.

96. Thread the tail through the 
      hole from front to back
      then loop the tail to the front 
      to make a tie. Pull to 
      tighten. TIP: Once the tie is 
      made, use a piece of tape
      to further secure down.  

95
96

1. Thread a 2”/5 cm tail of the warp through the hole from
     back to front. Make a tie then pull the end away to 
     tighten the tie around the hole. TIP: Once the tie is
     made, use a piece of tape to further secure down.

2. Pull the long end of the warp yarn taut to the opposite
     notch. NOTE: If the tie moves, simply hold it down
     with your finger as you complete 2 and 3.

3.  Pull the warp yarn around the back of notch 1 and 2
     on the inner side of the rainbow/arch (as pictured in 
     the diagram above     ).

STEP 2: WEAVE THE RAINBOW

STEP 1: WARP THE LOOM (5-10 mins)

1. Thread a needle with 4’/1.3 m of yarn and start
    a tabby stitch (alternating over-under-over-under)
    following the rainbow/arch shape. NOTE: We
    recommend watching our video. 

2. Use the weaving comb to push the yarn into
    place and to stack up against each other nicely.

3. Continue stitching and switching yarn colors 
    until the cut-out area is completely filled in.
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STEP 3: FINISH & REMOVE FROM THE LOOM
NOTE: Alternatively, leave the weaving on the loom, add pom poms/tassels & display. 
1. With the tip of a needle, loosen then undo the tie around the first hole (left side).

2. With the tip of a needle, pull the warp off the first two notches on the inner side. Gently lay 
    your fingers on the weaving while slowly pulling the tail so the loop is flush to the weaving.

3. Pull the warp off the next notches on the outer side and the next notches on the inner side. 
    With the tip off the needle, pull the loop from the inner side to pull in the loops of the outer side
    flush to the weaving. 

4. From this step onwards, the actions will be repetitive and alternating. Pull the warp off the next 
    notches on the outer side and pull the loop on the inner side flush to the weaving.

5. When you reach the end, cut the warp leaving 4”/10 cm tail. Then flip the loom and stitch/
    weave in all loose tails and cut excess.

6. OPTIONAL: To turn the weaving into a badge, you can
    secure a felt backing on with glue.  

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
1. Cotton Warp Yarn
2. Yarn

3. Needle
4. Weaving Comb

5. Scissors

CHECK OUT OUR 
HOW-TO VIDEO!


